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ABOUT JAIM
Celebrating its 30th year of publication, the Journal of Acupuncture
& Integrative Medicine (JAIM) has earned a reputation for quality,
integrity, and timeliness among the acupuncture and integrative
medical community.
JAIM features peer-reviewed articles that emphasize
research, clinical therapies, and historical perspectives
in acupuncture medicine.

FREQUENCY
Semi-Annually

A sample of JAIM's readership includes:

CIRCULATION
15,000

DISTRIBUTION
JAIM is distributed across
the US and internationally
to licensed acupuncturists,
students of Chinese
medicine, AOM colleges
and libraries, western
medical schools and
hospitals with an
integrative medicine focus.

PUBLISHER
California State Oriental
Medical Association (CSOMA)
548 Market Street #68552

San Francisco, CA 94104
800.477.4564
jaim@csomaonline.org
jaimonline.org

The California State Oriental Medical
Association (CSOMA) publishes the Journal
of Acupuncture & Integrative Medicine
(formerly the California Journal of Oriental
Medicine / CJOM)
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JAIM ONLINE
JAIM Online is an extension of our print
publication, and much more.
This open-access resource features current
issues and archives of JAIM, special topics,
sponsored articles and more.
Authors may submit articles to JAIM
Online and the printed journal.

JAIM provides an engaging platform – both in print and
online – for the exchange of ideas and information on
topics relevant to today’s practitioner.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
AUTHORS
The Journal of Acupuncture & Integrative
Medicine (JAIM) is always seeking articles for
publication that emphasize research, clinical
therapies, and historical perspectives in Oriental
medicine.

EDITORS
CSOMA invites practitioners and students of
Oriental medicine (OM) to participate on the
editorial board for the Journal of Acupuncture &
Integrative Medicine (JAIM).

Articles intended to promote an author’s business
interests will not be published.

We are continually seeking volunteers who are
willing to give a small amount of time to serve as
assistant editors of JAIM.

While JAIM is seeking items for first publication,
previously published articles will be considered.

Being an assistant editor includes editing articles
per JAIM editorial guidelines, assisting in

If you are interested in submitting an article to be
considered for publication in JAIM or JAIM

selecting journal content, and additional
journalism opportunities.

Online, or submitting a book for review
consideration, please consult the JAIM Author

Assistant editors work under the direction of the
JAIM Editor-in-Chief and are listed in the

Guidelines that follow.

publication’s masthead.

Prior to publication, all authors must complete
and return a signed copy of the JAIM Author’s

JAIM is a valued source of information for the
acupuncture community; please help us in

Agreement on p.

perpetuating and enhancing this outstanding
publication!

You may contact the editorial staff directly
at jaim@csomaonline.org.

If you are interested in participating on the
editorial board, please contact the Editor-in-Chief
at jaim@csomaonline.org.
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AUTHOR GUIDELINES
Introduction
JAIM publishes articles and papers that
emphasize research, clinical therapies, and
historical data in acupuncture and Oriental
medicine. The Journal seeks to provide
information that enables practitioners to
evaluate therapies and integrate into their
practices those that are appropriate. The Journal
does not attempt to promote any one therapy
over another.
Examples of areas covered by JAIM include, but
are not limited to: acupuncture; Oriental herbal
medicine; Oriental nutritional therapy; and Qi
cultivation techniques, including tai ji, qi gong,
and Oriental therapeutic massage techniques.
All manuscripts should be original, not previously
published, and not submitted simultaneously to
another publication. JAIM reserves exclusive
rights to publish articles for a six-month period
following publication in the Journal.
Manuscripts are reviewed by the Editorial Board.
We reserve the right to edit for clarity and
brevity. Articles with substantial edits will be
returned to the author for revision.
ARTICLE SUBMISSION
Submissions are encouraged from individuals
who can present accurate, detailed information
that can be clinically useful to licensed
acupuncturists.
MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION
Manuscripts should include a cover letter listing
the author(s)’ titles, degrees, affiliations, business
address, telephone/fax numbers, and e-mail
address.

MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION – CONT'D
Articles should be no more than 3,000 words.
The manuscript should have a main title and
subheads to indicate subdivisions in the text.
Abbreviations and acronyms should be spelled
out when first used.
Lines should be single-spaced. Double spacing
should be used between paragraphs. Do not
indent paragraphs. Do not use automatic
formatting.

Abstract
Manuscripts should include an abstract at the
beginning of the article containing a brief
synopsis of the major points of the article.
Abstract length should be approximately 150
words.
Acupuncture Points
Acupuncture point spelling should adhere to
those found in Chinese Acupuncture and
Moxibustion (CAM), also know as Essentials of
Chinese Medicine.
Insert a single hard space between the meridian
and the point number. When using Microsoft
Word, a hard space may be inserted by pressing
“shift” and “ctrl” while pressing the spacebar.

Examples:
Lu 5
Sp 4
H7

LI 4
St 36
SI 3

K6
P6
Liv 3

UB 62
SJ 5
GB 41

Pinyin
All Chinese should utilize pinyin romanization. All
pinyin words, except for proper nouns, must be
italicized and in lower case.
Continued
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AUTHOR GUIDELINES
MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION – CONT'D

References
All articles should be referenced with footnotes in
the text and included as a compilation of
endnotes at the end of the manuscript. All
citations must conform to the AMA Manual of
Style. Suggested readings or other source
materials may also be included at the end of the
manuscript.
Example Journal Citation:
Roberta Artal. “Exercise: An Alternative Therapy
for Gestational Diabetes.” The Physician and
Sports Medicine 24.3 (November, 1996): 54-65.
Example Book Citation:
Roberta Artal and Richard A. Wiswell. Exercise in
Pregnancy. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1986.
Author Information
Include a brief biographical description of the
author(s). Biographies must be limited to 25
words or less. Please refrain from stating
promotional contact information.

Provide a labeled photograph of the author(s),
devices used, and treatments applied. Photos will
not be returned. Electronic (jpeg) files are
preferred.

Columns and Regular Features
Authors are also encouraged to submit material
for the following sections:
Upcoming Conferences and Training Seminars.
JAIM publishes an educational calendar
containing continuing education (CE) seminars
and classes that are approved by the California
Acupuncture Board. To include your listing in
the calendar, please email information to
jaim@csomaonline.org. Listings should include
the event date, seminar title, instructor,
location, and contact phone number. Do not
send flyers or announcements.
Letters to the Editor. Referring to previously
published material or expressing opinions on
the practice of Oriental medicine.
Book Reviews.
JAIM Online.

JAIM reserves all rights to published articles.
Articles may be reprinted with permission and
with citation of JAIM.

Correspondence
Manuscripts, photographs, and all
correspondence may be emailed to
jaim@csomaonline.org.
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
(excerpt from Vol 28 No.1)

We are thrilled to bring you this issue of the Journal of Acupuncture and Integrative Medicine (JAIM),
formerly the California Journal of Oriental Medicine (CJOM).
As acupuncture finds its way into more hospitals and integrative medical settings, patient-focused care
is no longer an ideal, but a new - and refreshing - reality.
Patients are beginning to rely not just on their doctor, but on a healthcare team, which may include a
nutritionist, therapist, acupuncturist, chiropractor, and naturopath, just to name a few.
Last Fall, our editorial team sat down to decide how we would bring this expanded thinking to CJOM.
The answers were clear: First, to introduce more integrative medical content, thereby drawing in
readers from across all medical professions. Second, we would give CJOM a fresh look and feel that was
modern yet medical, while acknowledging our 20+ years in publication. Third, we would choose a name
that reflects the move towards integration.
As you know, our country is facing an epidemic of mass proportion: the over-use, over-prescription, and
overdosing of opioids. We have devoted this issue to answering the question of how acupuncture and
herbal medicine can address pain management and the opioid crisis. The authors contained herein have
written incredible articles detailing both their research and their experiences. We hope you learn from
them and can apply what you learn to your own practices.
Acupuncture medicine has such a rich, detailed history and the best way to continue that history is to
share our knowledge freely and willingly!
In health,
Dr. Jordan Wheeler, L.Ac. &
Jessica Wakeman
Co-Editors-in-Chief
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CALIFORNIA STATE ORIENTAL MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
(CSOMA) COPYRIGHT LICENSE AGREEMENT
Date:

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Author(s):

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Manuscript title:

_______________________________________________________________________________________

To be published in the Journal of Acupuncture & Integrative Medicine.
We are pleased to have the opportunity to publish your manuscript in the Journal of Acupuncture & Integrative
Medicine (JAIM).
It is the policy of the California State Oriental Medical Association (CSOMA) to secure copyright licenses for all
materials (hereinafter referred to as the “Work(s)”) published in its journal, so that you as Author(s) and we as
Publisher may be protected from unauthorized use of the journal’s contents. In order to expedite the publishing
process and to disseminate your work to the fullest extent, we need to have, as a condition of publication, the
following copyright license agreement signed and returned to us as soon as possible and prior to publication.
Right to Reject or Terminate. The Publisher reserves the right, in its sole discretion, not to publish any article
submitted by you and to terminate this agreement at any time upon written notice to you.
Editing. If requested, you agree to provide the Publisher with sources and research materials used in preparing the
article, including notes, transcripts and tapes. We reserve the right to edit and/or rewrite for style, clarity, length
and adherence to format.
Other Conditions of Use and Exchange.
(a) that you are the sole Author(s) of the Work(s);
(b) that the Work(s) has not been previously published elsewhere (unless otherwise agreed);
(c) that you have used reasonable care to make sure all facts and statements in the Work(s) are true;
(d) that the Work(s) is not defamatory, contains no libelous or other unlawful statements, and does not infringe
the copyrights, trademarks, service marks or other rights of another person or organization;
(e) that, if excerpts from copyrighted works are included, the Author(s) has credited the sources.
Exclusive Rights. In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, you grant the Publisher all publication rights exclusively for six (6) months from the date of the initial
publication and non-exclusively thereafter, to (a) access, use, reproduce, distribute, translate, publicly display, and
digitally display the Work(s) on its website at csomaonline.org or other online or off-line venue; (b) to sublicense the
Work(s) for redistribution, republication, translation and display on the Internet or in print; (c) to edit, revise, abridge,
expand or retitle the Work(s), including removing the content as the Publisher deems necessary or desirable.
The Author(s) further authorize(s) the Publisher and its designees to use the Author’s (Authors’) name(s),
likeness(es), photograph(s), and biographical data in connection with their use and promotion of the Work(s).
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Royalty and Compensation. It is understood that, other than the good and valuable consideration received for this
license and release, the Author(s) has (have) received and will receive no royalty or other monetary compensation
from the Publisher or its designees for the rights granted hereunder and the subsequent use of the Work(s) by the
Publisher and its designees.
Non-exclusive Rights. After the period of exclusivity, the Author(s) grant(s) the Publisher non-exclusive rights to
reproduce the Work(s) or to adapt and edit the Work(s) in any property belonging to the Publisher.
Re-use. The Publisher has the right to license or syndicate the use of the Work(s) to any other medium or market.
Author’s Re-use. After the period of exclusivity, the Author(s) shall have the non-exclusive right to relicense the
Work(s) to any market or medium.
Authorship. If the Work(s) was (were) prepared jointly with other Author(s), the signing Author has informed the CoAuthor(s) of the terms of this copyright license and is signing on their behalf as their agent and represents that he or
she is authorized to do so. Please confirm by initialing in the appropriate space following the signature line. The
signing Author has responsibility for designating the Co-Author(s) and must inform the Publisher of any changes in
authorship.
Financial Disclosure and Conflict of Interest. The Author(s) affirm that the Author(s) has (have) no financial
affiliation (including research funding) or involvement with any commercial organization that has a direct financial
interest in any matter included in this manuscript, except as disclosed in an attachment and cited in the manuscript.
Any other conflict of interest (ie, personal associations or involvement as a director, officer, or expert witness) is also
disclosed in an attachment.
Biomedical Research, Human Subjects, and Animal Subjects. The Author(s) affirm(s) that if the Work(s) is (are) an
investigation involving human subjects, written informed consent has been obtained and an appropriate institutional
review board has approved the project. If I did not have available a formal institutional review committee, the
Author(s) followed the principles outlined in the ‘‘Declaration of Helsinki’’ which included a review and approval of
my research protocol by an independent, specially appointed committee. In the Methods section of my (our)
submitted manuscript, the Author(s) has (have) stated the manner in which informed consent was obtained and that
institutional review committee approval or its equivalent was obtained. I will provide evidence of such approval if
requested. Further, on request from the journal’s Editor-in-Chief, I agree to provide the data on which the Work(s) is
(are) based.
Warranties. The Author(s) warrant(s) that the Work(s) is (are) the original work of the Author(s) and that the
Work(s) is not published. The Author(s) warrant(s) that the Work(s) contains no libelous or other unlawful
statements, and does not infringe on the rights of others. If excerpts from copyrighted works are included, the
Author(s) has (have) obtained written permission for publication in print and electronic format from the copyright
owners and will credit the sources available. The parties also agree to indemnify and hold each other harmless for
any and all liabilities and costs arising from the representations made, and terms agreed to, herein.
Signature of the Author(s):
Name(s) Printed:
Manuscript Title:
Address:

Date:

_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

If the following applies, please initial below:

_________ Author on behalf of all Co-Authors

A signed fax or copy of this form is sufficient for us to proceed in good faith;
however, for legal reasons we still need you to mail us the complete form
(both pages) with the original signature present. Please sign this form in ink
and return the complete original, retaining a copy of this form for your files
to: CSOMA, 548 Market Street #68552, San Francisco, CA 94104
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